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1 monolith x once/3 months = No Big Deal
10 services x 1x/day = 900x (No Big Deal)
10 services x 10x/day = 9000x (No Big Deal)
20 services x 50x/day = 90,000x (No Big Deal)

“Our 23-page process needs to be fixed!”
Spinnaker

- Pipeline-based engine
- Deploy to multiple clouds *in the same pipeline*
- Multi-stage
  - Triggered by Jenkins, CRON, other pipelines
  - Bake/Find Images, Deploy, Manual Judgments, more
- Zero downtime upgrades
- Email, SMS, Slack, HipChat notifications
Lingua franca

- Applications = source code with commits
- Clusters = apps deployed somewhere, ready for traffic
- Server Groups = specific version of a cluster
- Load Balancers = route cluster traffic to server groups
- Instances = physically running processes
Spinnaker Demo
Links

• http://spinnaker.io

• https://github.com/spinnaker/

• http://twitter.com/spinnakerio

• Netflix OSS Meetup - Season 4 Ep. 1